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A Message from the

Chairman, CEO and President

The year 2013 was a very successful one for tennis and for the USTA. We have begun to

move the dial in a positive direction and have made significant strides in ensuring the long-

term health, vitality and relevance of our sport and of this association. Our positive progress

is a direct result of the dedication and commitment of our volunteers and staff who put a

face on this association and help fuel our sport’s growth with their boundless energy and

remarkable talent. 

Last year, I challenged us all to embrace and lead change, so that we might be better

able to build our future without being constrained by our past. I asked that we approach

every challenge with a clean slate and an open mind. We wanted to think in terms of “fewer,

bigger, better,” so that we could truly focus our talents and resources on areas of critical

strategic focus. Thank you for responding to that challenge, reinforcing the fact that when

we empower talented people to work together, they will embrace and lead the change that

will make the USTA stronger and more vibrant.

Nothing changes if nothing changes. That is a fact. In this ever-evolving world, we must constantly be moving forward or we

will be left behind. We move forward into 2014 more determined and more unified than ever. We will need to be as we now enter

the implementation stage in a number of critical areas of focus, including Membership Innovation, the Urgent Imperative of youth

tennis, Player Development, expanding and enhancing our Adult Tennis offerings, and the Strategic Transformation of the USTA

 Billie Jean King National Tennis Center.

Those five areas are where we will be focusing our collaboration and alignment efforts in the year ahead. Each is vitally

important to the future of this association and to the long-term health of our sport. Taken together, these five critical areas of

focus will help us continue to grow and position ourselves for success today and in the years to come. 

Our mission remains clear—to promote and develop the growth of tennis in the U.S. We remain committed to making the

sport more accessible, more affordable and more fun for all. We have made significant progress in our pursuit of that mission, but

it is an ongoing effort. There is no finish line. We are judged each day on our progress toward a better tomorrow.

We must continue to listen and learn from each other. We have done a good job of embracing change, and I want you all to

feel empowered to lead that change so that our programs remain relevant to our future growth. After all, the future is where we’re

going, so we can’t ever allow ourselves to get stuck in the past.

I thank you all for getting us to where we are, and I encourage you now to redouble your efforts so that we may get to where

we want to be.

David A. Haggerty

Chairman, CEO and President


